Abstract
Introduction
In autonomous robot navigation, Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is a technology to localize robots and build a map in an unknown environment. In addition to the use of traditional lasers and radars, cameras have been competitive alternatives in SLAM owing to their low cost and rich information content [1] . Recent research extends to building a 3D geometric map of an office environment using a ground mobile robot equipped with a Microsoft kinect camera [2] [3] .
The SLAM method generates a sparse cloud of point features that is suitable for estimating the pose of the camera but makes little effort to extract any geometric understanding from the map [1, 4] . This paper deals with the problem of building the planar structure of a robot navigation environment and estimating the localization on a qualitative basis. We assume that the surrounding environment where the robot drives is constructed generally with many structural planes, such as walls and ceilings. The image patch is a small region with characteristic appearances and the scene is represented with a collection of patches on the structural plane. Because structural information that included straight lines and planes is abundant in man-made environments, they are used commonly in various vision tasks [4] [5] [6] .
Localization to estimate a precise robot position is a basic requirement for robotic application. This capacity in complex environments relies on a map which can be either given to the robot, or learned while the robot discovers its surroundings. Navigation systems use either topological or metric maps. A topological method enables to tell where the robot is present, and is used to initialize a metrical localization [7] . Previous localization and map-learning systems employ a visual word, a small patch on the image, carrying any kind of interesting information in any feature space such as color patches or KLT features [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In order to improve the recognition performance in the topological map, the proposed method takes into account both the visual appearances and their geometric constraints. First, we extract the structural planes from dense or sparse 3D points using Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC). To tell where the robot is located, we find image features that are located on the planes, enabling a survey of every structured visual word in which it appears. In addition, the proposed method includes the semi-local constraint of visual features [12] , representing their geometric distribution among the structural planes in the scene. In the final step, we examine the voted features on the plane considering their relative positions in the Left-to-Right and Up-to-Down (LRUD) direction to improve the voting performance. 
Related Works
The automatic discovery of higher level structures such as planes in unprepared environments is an important step towards enabling more complex interactions between real and virtual objects for application of AR. Chekhlov employs RANSAC to search for planes in the point cloud of the SLAM map and the best-fit plane is determined with the inlying points from the plane hypothesis with the most consensuses [4] . The plane structural components are augmented into the SLAM state, maintaining inherent uncertainties via a full covariance re presentation [13] . However, if the camera observes planes that are far away from the calibration target, the obtained planes would have greater uncertainty.
Previous methods to automatically detect planar regions are based on the comparison of transfer errors of homography, which makes them very sensitive to the choice of a discrimination threshold [14] [15] [16] . Because the homography error does not reflect precisely in the degree of the co-planarity, it is difficult to determine the reasonable threshold value in various situations. In addition, an iterative voting scheme like Least Median of Squares (LMS) to identify coplanar subsets of the feature set and refine the homography estimates is too slow for realtime operation [14] . Simon proposed a method to detect and reconstruct planar surfaces using hough transform and a reference plane for AR applications [1 7] . The method has the following limitations: 2D polygon corresponding to the reference plane was outlined by user input in the first frame and the reference plane has to be visible through the whole sequences.
Nasir et al. describe the robot system using a kinect sensor to create a geometric feature like 3D plane based map in an indoor environment [2, 3] . To extract multiple 3D planes from the point cloud data, two methods use Hough transformation and RANSAC respectively. However, if the kinect would look straight forward into the moving direction of the robot, most information would be lost since kinect has limited depth range and the parts of the corridor have generally longer lengths. The kinect sensor acquires enormous amounts of data, which are a challenging problem in real-time applications. Furthermore, because the kinect sensor uses an infrared band, it is mainly restricted to indoor application.
Jurie et al represents images as a set of unordered elementary features (the words) taken from a dictionary or codebook [18] . Using a given dictionary, the classifier is based on the frequencies of the words in an image. The words are local image features, which can be represented with image patches, histograms of gradient orientations or color histograms. Dictionary building and classifier training are performed on database images through off-line learning.
Filliat presents a visual localization and map-learning system using topological maps [7] . From topological maps the robot can recognize the room it is in, but cannot obtain its metrical position in precise. When building the dictionary and gathering data for the classifier, various image features including Sc ale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) description, local color histogram and local normalized gray level histogram are used. Because the method depends on mainly the image features, however, its performance would be much affected by the miss and/or false matches.
The topological map of the surrounding environment is used widely for visual odometry system using an omni-directional camera [10] [11] 19] . Although the omnidirectional camera has a wide total view angle, it is generally mounted in the upward direction. Therefore, the surrounding environments such as walls are projected into the small image areas on field of view, causing it to become difficult to detect and establish correspondence with feature points. In addition, only the appearance information is used for robot localization, and there is no consideration of the scene structure. Tapus et al. detect the vertical edges and color patches of the panoramic image, and extract the corner features using multiple laser finders and an omni-directional camera [10] . The features are re-ordered over the sequence according to their angular positions. The system which is equipped with multiple sensors including laser sensors and an omni-directional camera has to combine the range data and the visual features. Since the surrounding environments are radially projected by the omni-directional camera, the camera motion causes the image features, such as color patches, to change.
Proposed Method
This paper presents a novel localization method using image features and their semilocal constraints among structural planes. The proposed method is applicable for both the stereo camera and the kinect sensor to capture 3D data for use in a robot navigation environment. At first, RANSAC is used to extract the structural plane and its surface normal information from dense or sparse 3D datum. We obtain feature points and describe their appearance information with RGB color histogram or Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoint (BRISK) [20] .
Both the appearance and the geometric features on the structural plane are indexed by the index word of the image model, which is compared with that of the request image. Using the voting algorithm enables us to select the image of the base, which is most similar to the request. Furthermore, the semi-local constraints are examined in matching process to improve the voting performances. In order to deal with mismatches as well as outliers, we compare the relative order relation (left, right, up and down) of the matching candidates with that of the key points. Figure 2 shows the model images by kinect and the stereo vision system mounted on the robot in an indoor and outdoor environment. 
Plane Segmetation and Visual Word Generation
By applying RANSAC approach to dense or sparse 3D points, we obtain the main planes where many 3D points are distributed. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) enables us to compute a surface orientation representing the eigenvector of the smallest eigenvalue, from 3D points of the main planes [10] . Backface culling is used to determine the visual surface normal of the structural plane according to the viewpoint of the camera. Then, we group the features on the planes into 3D key points, and their descriptors are stored for building the index words of the model and voting the request images.
The proposed algorithm measures both similar appearance and 3D distance between the features, which is used to cluster the scene objects with no additional assumptions [21] . In equation (1), dGeom is the normalized distance representing the geometric information of the feature. xi and xj are the neighboring feature positions in 3D space, and c is the camera position, respectively.
Each feature's appearance is characterized using a 1D RGB histogram with 16 bins per channel computed over 15×15 pixel image patch around the feature position. Equation (2) represents the similarity s(i, j) between the feature i and j, and we compute the color histogram distance dRGB(i, j). σRGB and σGeom are the scaling parameters for setting to the same percentage of the range of the respective distance functions; α is a relative weight of the geometric term. Figure 3 shows the disparity map by the stereo system [22] , detected features and the segmented two planes with red and green colors. The index word with a fairly ordered appearance is useful to vote for the place where the robot is. Because the previous approach depends on the image features mainly, however, its performance would be much affected by the miss and/or false matches [7] . On the contrary, the proposed method examines the visual features and the geometric information: semi-local constraints and the relative consistency of the key points in the left, right, up and down direction.
Matching and Localization
The idea of voting algorithm is to sum the number of times each word is selected [7] . The scene that is chosen most often is considered to be the best match. The proposed method builds a base with the model images, which are represented as the features of the key points and their geometric constraints. In other words, we obtain the key points and their geometric information of the model image in the learning stage, which compare with those of the request image for robot localization. Figure 4 shows how to encode the key points and their spatial relationship between two structural planes. The surface normal vectors of two planes with green and red colored key points and their in-between angles θ1 and θ2 are represented, respectively. An inbetween angle between the structural planes is computed using the dot product of two surface normal vectors.
Equation (3) calculates the feature similarity χij2 in the color histogram between i and j. k and ) ( k H  are the kth bin histogram and the averaged histogram of i and j, respectively. The small χij2 distance value means that the input feature i is similar to the visual word j of the model. In order to deal with the false matches, we set the threshold value to a value of 0.4 experimentally. When a BRISK descriptor is used instead of the color histogram, we are able to determine efficiently whether the features of the request would be matched with the key points of the request, using the binary hamming distance. The word k word minimizing the measure of both the appearance and geometric distances is computed using equation (4) . In the first term, N is the total number of the voting process and Nc_pass is the number of the features passed in the visual similarity test as an equation (3), respectively. The second term examines the geometric similarity between the request and the model image using the absolute difference of the in-between angles among the structural planes. Here mi and ri are the in-between angle of the model and that of the request. n represent the number of the in-between angles in the request.
The different angles between the neighboring planes is ranged within 0-180 degrees, because the normal of the visible surface is considered. For example, when two planes are facing each other, the angular difference is 180 degrees. The structural geometric term is divided with 180 for the normalization. We control the relative contribution of two terms with α and β.
From the experimental results, we found that better performances are obtained in case both the appearance feature and the geometric constraints are considered equally, so the weights of the two terms are set to 0.5 and 0.5. When the number of the plane in the image is 1, meaning n = 0 in equation (4), the proposed method examines the relative order of the key points on the structural plane instead of the in-between angle. In addition, using this verification process enables us to decrease the effects of the false matching and the missing features. More specifically, when matching the input features and the key points of the model, falsely matched pairs occur necessarily in most cases. In order to solve the false matching problem, we examine the relative order in Left-to-Right and Up-to-Down between visual features as Figure 5 . We assume that there is no rotation about the front-to-back axis called roll because 3D sensor is mounted on the mobile robot navigating on the ground. As shown in Figure 5 , the method checks out whether the image coordinates difference between the neighboring feature points in the requested image satisfies the directional order−left-to-right and up-to-down−of the matched key points in the model. The key points set satisfying the image, coordinate difference is saved as the connection list. For example, the detected point f2 is located on the left and down side of f1. By examining the matched candidate key points set satisfying the relative position order, s2 and s1 are found as Figure 5 (d) . In the next step, there are two candidates with the same relation between f3 and f2: s3 -s4 and s3 -s2. The first set is a new connection and the second is linked with the previous connection. Several candidate sets may be generated in every step, but they are hard to satisfy steadily the geometric relation among the subsequent sets. Figure 5 (d) shows the connection in the sky blued boxes has the longest length, representing the matched structural plane of the model. If there would be no correct correspondence among the matched candidates, the list is disconnected. In this case, we verify another combination pair of the points such as f3 -f1 and f5 -f1. The consideration is helpful for dealing with the situation: the connection list with the longest length is more than two and there are many false matching points.
In the final step, we compute the sum of the distances from the main key points near a center position to another point in the model. After we compared the distance sum of the request with that of the model, the connection with the minimum distance is determined as a true vote result. The proposed method to evaluate the geometric consistency of the features between the request and the model is applicable to index and match visual words in image retrieval in spite of many falsely matching or missing features. 
Experiments and Discussion
The computational equipment used includes an Intel Core (TM) i7-3770 3.4GHz and 8GB RAM with NVIDIA GTX680 graphics card. The stereo images are captured by a Bumblebee 3 from Point Grey Inc. at a rate of 15 fps (frame per second), and kinect senses 3D depth in the scene at 30 fps. The stereo matching is implemented on GPGPU architecture at a rate of 12~15 fps, processed in parallel threads [22] . There are 20 scenes in the robot navigation environment that are learned and matched to tell where the robot is located. In order to compare the voting performances, 379 input images of the scene (true positive) and 209 negative images with the same appearance features as the target scene are used as Figure 6 (a) and (b). Figure 7 shows the key points on the structural planes, the detected features in the input, the disparity map and the verified key points, respectively. In most scenes, 60-70 key points are indexed in the learning stage and 3-5 points among them are left in the voting approach finally as shown in figure 6 .
In the input scenes (Figure 2) , we compare the recognition results from the previous method [7] and the proposed system as Figure 8 . The proposed method describes the key points in the model image using the color histogram or BRISK. Using BRISK descriptor enables us to obtain better performances in most of input images than using the color histogram. However, the method using BRISK is affected to a large extent by the image characteristics, such as a regular and repeated appearance pattern as scenes 5 and 11. Furthermore, few key points are extracted on the structural planes in scene 5 with little textured surfaces. On the contrary, the method using the color histogram is difficult to discriminate scene 19 because its color distribution is similar to that of another model. Average recognition rates of the previous and the proposed method (color histogram and BRISK) are 41.52%, 61.73%, and 74.94%, respectively. The voting performances are improved by considering the spatial distribution of the features. Table 1 provides computation times of the proposed method using color histogram or BRISK. In learning stage to build visual and geometric words, two methods take 579.16 msec and 7.41 msec. More specifically, the approach with BRISK have the same processes excepting corner detection, features clustering and description generation. The computation results show that it takes most of computation times to generate the color histogram of the key point. In the voting stage to match the request with the models, they take 16.69 msec and 14.87 msec, respectively. In the case of BRISK descriptor, we employ the binary hamming distance with computational efficiency. Previous method using appearances only takes 11.63 msec. However, evaluating the geometric consistency between the request and the key point enables us to perform a precise matching in spite of many falsely matching or missing features.
Figure 8. Comparison of Voting Performances

Conclusion
This paper presents a novel method to generate the index words for the topological map in robot localization problem. Because in using only the appearance features, the previous research is much affected by the miss and false matches. The proposed algorithm segments a navigation environment into the structural planes using 3D depth data. Then, we are able to obtain both visual features and their surface normal vectors in the model, which are compared with those of an input image in the voting approach. In order to improve voting performance, we make the verification using the geometric constraints: the angle between the structural planes and LRUD consistency examination of the key points.
